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Halakha:

Insufficient Time to Answer Barukh
Hu Ubarukh Shemo

We mentioned previously that we have to be
particular to answer Barukh Hu, Ubarukh Shemo when
G-d's name is mentioned, and Amen at the end of a
blessing, during the repetition of the 'Amidah. if the
¡azzan does not give the congregation sufficient time to
answer Amen to a Berakha (blessing) of the 'Amidah,
before starting the next one, the congregation should
not answer Amen.

It sometimes happens that the person reading
the ¡azarah  (repetition of the 'Amidah) reads at such a
speed that if a person would answer Barukh Hu,
Ubarukh Shemo the ¡azzan would have already
finished the blessing. As a result he would miss the
opportunity to say Amen at the end of the blessing, or it
would come out as Barukh Hu Ubarukh Shemo Amen
without a pause between them.

In such a case, the person should not answer
Barukh Hu, Ubarukh Shemo, but should remain silent,
so that he can answer Amen at the end of the blessing.
The reason being that answering Amen is a greater
obligation than Barukh Hu Ubarukh Shemo. Clearly, all
¡azzanim must be cautioned to give the congregation
time to reply correctly to both.

(See See Ben Ish ¡ai, yr 1, Teruma, 12. Kaf Ha¥ayyim 124: Oth 28)

Parasha

¡Uqqath: Why Is Lemor Stated Twice?
The first two Pesuqim (verses) of Parashath ¡uqqath both

contain the word Lemor (saying).
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Waydabber H' Il Moshe We-Il Ahraron Lemor and Zoth ¡uqqath
Hattorah Asher ¢iwwah H' Lemor (G-d spoke to Moses and Aaron
saying, this is the decree of the Torah that G-d commanded
saying). It seems unnecessary, so why is it repeated?

One explanation is that it comes to teach us a lesson
about how to behave when it comes to the observance of the
commandments (Mi£woth). All the commandments that we are
obligated to perform, even though some may seem difficult or
harsh to us, should be performed as if they were sweet, because
of our love of G-d.

For example, when Abraham Abinu, 'a"h, who
epitomized loving kindness, was told to sacrifice his son to G-d,
the son he had waited for till he was 100 years old, despite the
intense difficulty that anyone would have in fulfilling this
commandment, he not only felt no sadness, but Razal (our
Rabbis of blessed memory) tell us that it was as if he were
walking his son to the ¡uppah. This is because it was a
commandment from G-d, and he was happy to do His will.

That is why Lemor is written twice. If the word is split into
two it reads Lo Mar (not bitter). This teaches us that we should
not feel bitterness or difficulty performing a Mi£wah that goes
against our nature. But rather, it must be sweet and pleasant.

(See 'Od Yoseph ¡ai Derashoth, Parashath ¡uqqath)

For the ‘Ilui Neshamah of
Rabbanith Ruth Menashe, ‘a”h.
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If a Jew or a Non-jew Cooks on Shabbath
If a Jewish person cooks food deliberately on Shabbath, knowing that it is forbidden (this excludes cooking in

the direct rays of the sun, which is a different situation), then the food is forbidden to this person forever.
Not only that, but the pot in which he cooked also becomes forbidden to him and requires Hagh'alah

(purging). This is because the food that was cooked in it was forbidden as far he was concerned, and the pot has
absorbed some of the forbidden food.

Other people, however, may partake of the food on Mo£ei Shabbath (when Shabbath finishes), without having
to wait the time that it would have taken to cook it. If the person who cooked it did so unintentionally, then neither he
nor the others may eat it on Shabbath, but after Shabbath they may eat it immediately.

This is in contrast to when a non-Jew cooks for a Jew on Shabbath (food which is Kasher and has no problem
of Bishul Akum). In this case it is prohibited for the Jew to eat it till he has waited the amount of time it takes to cook
it after Shabbath has finished. This is so that we will not consider it an unimportant matter to have a non-Jew perform
Melakha (forbidden labor) for us on Shabbath.

(See Ben Ish ¡ai, Shanah Beh, Parashath Bo, Oth Aleph)

Why Tammuz  and Ab Are Bad Months for us
Our Rabbis tell us that Ya'aqob Abinu 'a"h (our father Jacob) took as a portion for himself, the Hebrew months of

Nissan, Iyyar and Siwan. Esau took the months of Tammuz, Ab and Elul.

Ya'aqob Abinu, 'a"h, however, became strengthened and took from him the month of Elul. As such, Esau was left
with Tammuz and Ab. This is the reason why he was able to cause harm to the Jewish people during these two months.

In the future, however, the Jewish people will take these two months away from Esau, and they will become good
months for the Jewish people. As we know, Tish'ah BeAb will  become a Holiday in the future.

Now we are at the stage of waiting for Tammuz and Ab to be good days, but this depends on us making the effort
to make Teshubah (repentance) and do good deeds. The Gematria of the words Tammuz and Ab is equal to 456 which is
the Gematria of Te-enah (a fig). As it says in Mishlei (Proverbs 27, 18), He who guards a fig tree (now) will eat its fruit (in the
future). Taking the right actions today, will bear fruit, to make these sad months, ones of happiness, in the future.

(See Ben Ish ¡ai, Shanah Aleph, Parashath Debarim, introduction)

 Women’s Corner - by Rabbanith Ruth Menashe ‘a”h
"Much Can Come from the Woman"

There is an incredible power embedded in each and every woman to cause her husband to go on the right
path, or to choose the right one. Last week’s Parasha was a clear indication of this, and we see it repeated over
and over again in our own times.

¡akham Yoseph ¡ayyim 'a"h relates the following story. One man dreamt of a king climbing up a very tall
ladder, reaching the 500th rung, which was approximately the middle of the ladder. The next morning he went to
the king and shared his dream with the king. The king instructed his servants to give him a thousand gold coins.

When the neighbor's wife heard the story of the success of this man, she advised her husband: "Our
neighbor who saw the king climbing halfway was granted one thousand gold coins. Go and tell the king a similar
dream, but tell him that in your dream the king reached the top of the ladder. He will surely give you ten thousand
gold coins."

The man followed his wife's advice. How did the king react? He commanded his servants to throw him out
of the palace. Why did he do that?

The second dream meant that the king had reached the top and could now only go down, whereas the first
dream, in which he had reached only half the height of the ladder, was a sign that he would continue to rise and
increase his power.

Much depends on us, the women. We have an incredible power to build, nurture, and elevate, or Heaven
forbid - to destroy. May the Holy One Blessed be He grant us the wisdom to be builders; builders of our homes,
builders of our palaces.
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